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Efficient algorithms computing p-variation

Aimen Daoudi∗ †, Stéphane Junca ‡

Abstract

This work focuses on the efficient computation of p-variation. For p > 1, this semi-norm is

associated with fractional regularity s = 1/p < 1 and the fractional BV space BV s. It is well-

known in probability theory and has recently gained significance in the context of hyperbolic

partial differential equations. The primary motivation of this paper is to calculate p-variation

efficiently for numerical schemes of hyperbolic conservation laws. The p-variation is a non-

local semi-norm. Initially, based on its definition, the cost of computing the p-variation for a

piece-wise constant function with N data points appears to be exponential with respect to N .

However, We introduce new algorithms featuring polynomial costs, after the recent one provided

by Vygantas Butkus and Rimas Norvaisa.
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1 Introduction

The p-variation, p ≥ 1, is a well-known theoretical tool in Probabilities [17] and Functional
Analysis [13, 14]. The introduction of the p-variation is due to L.C. Young [35] after N.
Wiener for p = 2 [33]. It allows functions with low regularity, typically exhibiting a
fractional derivative s = 1/p ≤ 1 [2].
The interest in effectively computing the p-variation is very recent. The first general
algorithm for computing the p-variation was proposed by Vygantas Butkus and Rimas
Norvaisa [6], primarily for applications in probability. This algorithm is referred to as
’Merge’. In this work, two new algorithms, ’Eraser’ and ’AOP,’ are presented, along with
the ’Merge’ algorithm applied in a slightly different context.
Let’s provide an initial insight into the difficulty associated with computing the p-variation

For p = 1, the 1-variation, known as the total variation is the well-known semi-norm
related to BV , the space of functions with bounded variation, and it is easy to compute.

For p > 1, there are a few rare explicit computations of the p-variation for specific
functions in [5, 8]. The general case is indeed complicated.

For a finite sequence u = (u(1), . . . , u(N)), N ≥ 2 the p-variation is,

p-TV u := sup
σ⊂{1,...,N}

p-sum
σ

u, (1.1)

p-sum
σ

u =

|σ|−1∑
i=1

|u (σ(i+ 1))− u (σ (i))|p , (1.2)

Where the supremum is taken over all subdivisions of 1, . . . , N . A subdivision σ is an
ordered subset of 1, . . . , N . The cardinal or length of σ is denoted by |σ|.
A p-sum of a sequence is the p-sum involving all the terms of the sequence. The notation
p-sum , u without referring to a subdivision denotes the sum of all consecutive variations
of u at the power p.

p-sum u := p-sum
(1,...,N)

u =
N−1∑
i=1

|u (i+ 1)− u (i)|p . (1.3)

The cost of computing a p-sum of a sequence u is simply of order N . In contrast, the
number of subdivisions is prohibitive, on the order of 2N . Thus, computing a p-variation
of u directly as the maximum of all p-sum corresponding to all subsequences of u is too
expensive. A strategy to compute p-TVu is to find an optimal subdivision σ⋆ such
that p-TVu = p-sum

σ∗
u. That is to find an optimal subsequence u⋆ = (u(i))i∈σ⋆ such

that p-TVu = p-sum u⋆. In this paper, we propose some algorithms to find u⋆ efficiently.

Notice that extensive use of subsequences is made in this paper for p > 1. Therefore, the
chosen notation for sequences is the same as that for functions. A value in a sequence
is denoted u(n) instead of un because it is more readable. Thus, for a subsequence, we
prefer to use the notation u(σ(k)) instead of uσ(k) or uσk

.
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In general, only for p = 1 this supremum is easy to compute, thanks to the triangular
inequality, the whole subdivision σ∗ = {1, . . . , N} always yields the supremum. And the
cost of this computation is simply N . That is for p = 1,

TV u = p-TVu = p-sum u := p-sum
(1,...,N)

u =
N−1∑
i=1

|u (i+ 1)− u (i)|p . (1.4)

For p > 1, it is more complicated. The whole subdivision is not usually optimal to
compute the supremum. For instance, let u be an increasing sequence, u ∈ RN+1, where

u(i) =
i− 1

N
, i = 1, . . . , N + 1. In this case, if all of the (N + 1) points of u are taken,

then, when N → +∞,

p-sum u =
N∑
i=1

|u (i+ 1)− u (i)|p = N
1

Np
=

1

Np−1
→ 0.

But if the first term and the last one are taken, that is the subdivision σ∗ = {1, N}, then
the greatest p-sum is achieved. Thus, the p-variation is,

p-TVu = p-sum
(1,N+1)

u = |u(N + 1)− u(1)|p = |1− 0|p = 1.

Also, taking the first and the last values of the sequence is not always the optimal choice,
for example, u = (u(1), u(2), u(3)) = (0, 9, 0), here |u(1) − u(3)|p = 0. But if we take all
the terms of the sequence u, we get 2-TV u = |u(1)− u(2)|2 + |u(2)− u(3)|2 = 162.
As a consequence, an optimal subdivision to compute the supremum is not known by
advance (except in special cases). Starting from the definition, a naive algorithm is to take
the maximum of the summations for all subdivisions which has a prohibitive exponential
cost.

Algorithms with a polynomial cost only appear recently [6, 11, 24]. In this paper, three
algorithms are proposed ”AOP”, ”Eraser” and ”Merge”. The two first are new. The third
one was already found by Buktus and Norvaisa [6]. The exact cost is still not completely
solved. It is at least N2 and at most N3. A recent preliminary numerical study [24]
suggests that ”AOP” is the simplest and the fastest algorithm. But there is room to
improve the cost of ”Eraser” and ”Merge”. In particular, a fourth algorithm to improve
”Eraser” and ”Merge”, called ”MEI” is proposed in [24] but not studied here.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, mathematical tools are given in a self-
contained way to validate mathematically all the algorithms presented. This long funda-
mental section is the largest part of the document Then the algorithms “Eraser”, “Merge”
and “AOP” are presented in Section 3. The polynomial efficiency of the algorithms are dis-
cussed in Section 4. Finally, a presentation of the motivations to compute the p-variation
and the relation with fractional BV spaces are presented in the appendix.
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2 On p-variation

To build efficient algorithms to compute p-variation also called the p-total variation, many
useful properties and definitions are provided in this section. It is well known that a
subsequence is needed to compute the p-variation of a sequence [2, 5, 6], that is to replace
a supremum on a large set by a sum. Only for some special examples, the p-variation can
be reached for the whole sequence in Section 2.1. These examples can be used to test
algorithms computing the p-variation.

The fundamental results to build general and efficient algorithms to compute the p-
variation are given in Section 2.2. This section is self-contained. Other presentations
can be found in the book [5] by Michel Bruneau and in the first article presenting an
efficient algorithm by Vygantas Butkus and Rimas Norvaisa [6].

2.1 Examples and properties of optimal sequences

We start with basic notions required throughout the paper.

It is said that a sequence u = (u(i))1≤i≤N has no constant step if

∀i : 1 ≤ i < N, u(i) ̸= u(i+ 1).

The sequence u also only has extreme values if

∀i : 1 < i < N (u(i)− u(i+ 1))(u(i)− u(i− 1)) ≥ 0.

That means that all values of u are extreme values, i.e. local maximum or local minimum:

u(i) ≥ max(u(i− 1), u(i+ 1)) or u(i) ≤ min(u(i− 1), u(i+ 1)).

It is convenient also to consider only strict extrema. The sequence u only has strict
extreme values if

∀i : 1 < i < N (u(i)− u(i+ 1))(u(i)− u(i− 1)) > 0.

In this case the sequence cannot be constant, has no constant step and it is an oscillating
sequence. An oscillating sequence is a sequence such that for all 1 < i < N ,

sign(u(i+ 1)− u(i)) = −sign(u(i)− u(i− 1)).

The extreme values of a sequence give the first reduction of the size of a sequence to
compute the p-variation (p > 1). Indeed, the p-variation of a sequence can be computed
on the subsequence consisting of all its extreme values.

Proposition 2.1 ([2]). Let v be the subsequence of all extreme values of u, then

p-TVu = p-TVv.
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Notice that if u has no constant step, the subsequence v containing all extreme values
and with no constant step has only strict extreme values.
The result of the proposition is given in [2, 5] with a simple detailled proof in the appendix
of [20].

The next proposition shows that for large p the optimal subsequence of u = u(1), . . . , u(n))
to compute the p-variation is simply (u(1), u(N) under the condition that the global
maximum and minimum of u are only reached at the boundaries. This result is known
for monotonic sequence [2, 5] but here no monotonicity is required.

Proposition 2.2. Let u = (u(1), . . . , u(N)) be a finite sequence. Assume that

∀i such that 1 < i < N , u(1) < u(i) < u(N). (2.1)

Then ∃ p0 such that for all p > p0 > 1 there is only one optimal subdivision σ⋆ = {1, N}
and,

p-TVu = |u(1)− u(N)|p.

Proof. Let {σ(1), σ(2), ..., σ(m)} a subdivision of {1, ..., N}, wherem ≤ N.We are looking
to get a p0 such that ∀p ≥ p0, we have:

m−1∑
l=1

|u(σ(l))− u(σ(l + 1))|p ≤ |u(σ(N))− u(σ(1))|p,

we denote R as the following:

R =
m−1∑
l=1

∣∣∣∣u(σ(l))− u(σ(l + 1))

u(σ(N))− u(σ(1))

∣∣∣∣p ≤ 1.

Let be ρ,

ρ = max
i ̸=j

1<i,j<N

∣∣∣∣ u(i)− u(j)

u(1)− u(N)

∣∣∣∣ ,
ρ < 1 from assumption (2.1), therefore,

0 ≤ R ≤
m−1∑
l=1

ρp = (m− 1)ρp ≤ Nρp −→
p→∞

0.

The convergence towards 0 is uniform w.r.t. the subdivision, thus ∃p0, R < 1 for p ≥ p0
and for all subdivisions. It means that p-TVu[σ] ≤ |u(1) − u(N)|p for p ≥ p0 and
therefore, p-TVu = |u(1)− u(N)|p.

Next, Proposition 2.3 shows that an optimal subsequence always contains the terms where
the sequence reachs its maximum, its minimums, the first term and the last term of the
sequence u.
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Proposition 2.3. Let u = (u(1), . . . , u(N)) be a sequence with no constant step, then all
indexes of the global maximum, the global minimum, and the first and the last terms of u
are always in any optimal subdivision σ⋆, i.e.,

{1,N} ∪ arg max u ∪ arg min u ⊂ σ⋆.

Proof. Let σ⋆ be an optimal subsequence. 1 Assume first that 1 and N does not belong
to σ⋆ then consider σ = {1} ∪ σ ∪ {N}

p-sum
σ⋆

u =

|σ⋆|−1∑
l=1

|u(σ⋆(l))− u(σ⋆(l + 1))|p

<

|σ⋆|−1∑
l=1

|u(σ⋆(l))− u(σ⋆(l + 1))|p + |u1 − σ⋆(1)|p + |uN − σ⋆(|σ⋆|)|p

= p-sum
σ

u.

Notice that the strict inequality is a consequence that u has no constant step so |u1 −
σ⋆(1)|p + |uN − σ⋆(|σ⋆|)|p > 0. Then the subdivision σ⋆ is not optimal. That means that
1 and N must belong to σ⋆.
Now we prove that all indexes of the global maximum and the global minimum of the
sequence u belong to σ⋆. Assume the negation. Then, there is one of the indexes of the
maximum or minimum of u not belonging to the optimal subdivision σ⋆, i.e. there exists
two indexes k1, k2 such that: σ⋆(1) < k1 < σ⋆(|σ⋆|) − 1, σ⋆(1) < k2 < σ⋆(|σ⋆|),, where
one of the indexes of maximum of u is between σ⋆(k1) and σ⋆(k1 + 1),(resp. one index of
minimum of u is between σ⋆(k2) and σ⋆(k2 + 1)). Therefore,

p-sum
σ∗

u =

|σ⋆|−1∑
l=1

|u(σ⋆(l))− u(σ⋆(l + 1))|p

<

|σ⋆|−1∑
l=1

|u(σ⋆(l))− u(σ⋆(l + 1))|p

+|umax − u(σ⋆(k1 + 1))|p + |umax − u(σ⋆(k1))|p
+|umin − u(σ⋆(k1 + 1))|p + |umin − u(σ⋆(k1))|p.

Thus that σ⋆ is not optimal.

Now, the previous result is illustrated by the following oscillating example where σ⋆ =
{1, . . . , N}. Indeed, it is the simplest way to no reducing the sequence for a sequence
having no constant step. An oscillating sequences with only two values c1 ̸= c2 is defined
by:

u(i) =

{
c1, for i even number

c2, for i odd number
(2.2)

Another example used in [2, 9] where u is already an optimal sequence is now given. A
sequence u = (u(1), . . . , u(N)) has a decreasing amplitude means that:

|u(i)− u(i+ 1)| ≤ |u(i+ 1)− u(i+ 2)| ,∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 2.
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u(2) u(4) u(6)

u(1) u(3) u(5) u(7)

Figure 1: An oscillating sequence with only two values

Figure 2: A sequence with decreasing amplitude

The next proposition 2.4 shows that if the sequence u has a decreasing amplitude then
the optimal subsequence also is the same sequence u.

Proposition 2.4 ([2]). Let u = (u1, . . . , uN) an oscillating sequence with no constant step
that has a decreasing amplitude than, u = u⋆, and σ⋆ = {1, . . . , N}.

u(1)

u(3)

u(5)

u(7)

u(8)

u(6)

u(4)

u(2)

Figure 3: A sequence with decreasing amplitude

A detailled proof is in [9], Proposition 10.

2.2 Main tools to build an optimal subsequence

The main tools to build the algorithms is given in this section.
By definition of the p-variation of any finite sequence u, there exists a subsequence u∗ of u
such that p-sum u∗ = p-TVu. How to build u∗? We proceed step by step. We start with
the whole sequence. Then the following test has done on the j+1 consecutive terms after ui

. If |ui+j−ui|p ≥
j∑

l=1

|ui+l−ui+l−1|p then the subsequence v with all the terms of u except

the j−1 consecutive terms ui+1, . . . , ui+j−1 seems to be a smaller sequence with the same
p-variation, p-TVv = p-TVu. If it is the case, we can continue, continue, . . . and finally
expect to reach an optimal subsequence w of u such that p-TVw = p-sum w = p-TVu.
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Here, we will prove that such strategy work well if we do such tests in the right order.
This strategy corresponds to the natural “Eraser” algorithm presented below.

The following condition is then a fundamental condition to check,

H<
ij = H<

ij (u) : |u(i+ j)−u(i)|p <
j∑

l=1

|u(i+ l)−u(i+ l − 1)|p, 2 ≤ j < N. (2.3)

When there is no ambiguity on the sequence u considered the short notation H<
ij is used

instead of H<
ij (u). In the same way we define H=

ij , H
≥
ij , H

>
ij . For instance H=

ij means,

H=
ij : |u(i+ j)− u(i)|p =

j∑
l=1

|u(i+ l)− u(i+ l − 1)|p. (2.4)

We will see below that if H<
ij is true for all i and all j then u is already and optimal

sequence to compute its p-variation. To shorthen the notations,

H≤
�j means that all inequalities H≤

ij , i = 1, . . . , N − j are satisfied where 2 ≤ j < N.

This fundamental proposition characterizes optimal sequences.

Proposition 2.5 (Optimal sequence to compute p-TV).
Let p > 1 and u = (u(1), . . . , u(N)).
p-TVu = p-sum u if and only if all inequalities H≤

�j (u) are true, j = 2, . . . , N − 1.

In practice, if all strict inequalities H<
ij (u) are true, u is an optimal sequence to compute

p-TVu. This last criteria is preferred because it allows to reduce the size of the subse-
quence. Less terms has a sequence, less expansive is the cost of computing a p-sum . Let us
explain on a simple example the reduction of the size of the sequence on a typical example.
Let p = 2 and u be the sequence u = (0, 2a, a, 3a) with a > 0 has exactly two optimal sub-
sequences to compute p-TVu, u = (u(1), u(2), u(3), u(4)) and v = (u(1), u(4)) = (0, 3a)
since,

p-TVu = 9a2 = p-sum v = |0− 3a|2 = 32a2

= p-sum u = |0− 2a|2 + |2a− a|2 + |a− 3a|2 = 22a2 + a2 + 22a2.

Proof. By definition of p-TVu, p-sum u ≤ p-TVu is always true. No consider v a
subsequence of u associated the a subdivision σ of length k, v = (u(σ(1), . . . , u(σ(k)).
Using inequalities H≤

ij (u) yield

p-sum v =
k∑

i=2

|v(i)− v(i− 1)|p =
k∑

i=2

|u(σ(i))− u(σ(i− 1))|p

≤
k∑

i=2

σ(i)−1∑
j=σ(i−1)

|u(j + 1)− u(j)|p =
σ(k)∑

j=σ(1)

|u(j)− u(j − 1)|p ≤ p-sum u.

Thus p-sum u = p-TVu.
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Conversely, if one inequality H≤
ij is not satisfied for a couple (i, j) such that 1 ≤ i ≤ N−2,

2 ≤ j ≤ N − i, then H>
ij is true. Consider v = (u(1), . . . , u(i), u(i + j), . . . , u(N)) the

subsequence of u without the j − 1 terms u(i+ 1), · · · , u(i+ j − 1), then

p-sum u =
i−1∑
l=1

|u(l + 1)− u(l)|p +
i+j−1∑
l=i

|u(l + 1)− u(l)|p +
N1∑

l=i+j

|u(l + 1)− u(l)|p

<

i−1∑
l=1

|u(l + 1)− u(l)|p + |u(i+ j)− u(i)|p +
N1∑

l=i+j

|u(l + 1)− u(l)|p = p-sum v.

Thus, u is not an optimal sequence and the proposition is proven.

The goal of this paper is to look for a subsequence v of u and compute p-TVu with
the p-sum v. That is transforming a problem with, at a first sight, an exponential cost,
by a p-sum which has a linear cost. The main idea is to use check inequality H<

ij and
when it is false to erase all the terms between u(i) and u(i+ j) to build a subsequence v
without loosing p-TVu. The subsequence has to satisfies p-TVv = p-TVu. When the
subsequence satisfies Proposition 2.5, that is v is an optimal sequence to compute p-TVv
with p-sum v, then p-sum v = p-TVv = p-TVu. If v does not satifies the proposition
then continue the extraction of a subsequence, etc . . .
To use such a strategy, we have to be careful. Starting the test of inequlity H<

ij on long
length of consecutive terms, i.e. large j, and finishing by small length can be a very bad
idea. For instance, consider the sequence u = (1, 0, 1, 2, 3) with 5 terms. The condition
H<

14 is false. If the sequence v = (u(1), u(6)) = (1, 4) is extracted then

p-sum v = 9 < (1− 0)2 + (3− 0)2 = p-TVu = 10.

The next proposition overcomes this possible difficulty. Indeed, Proposition 2.6 gives suffi-
cient conditions to have only one subsequence to compute the p-variation when inequality
H≤

1(N−1) is false

Proposition 2.6. [When H≥
1(N−1) yields the p-variation ]

Let p > 1, u = (u(1), . . . , u(N)), u∗ = (u(1), u(N)) and N ≥ 3.
If the inequality H<

1(N−1) is false but for all j < N − 1 the inequalities H<
�j are true then,

(P1) The sequence u has no constant step and u(1) ̸= u(N).

(P2) u∗ is an optimal subsequence of u, p-TVu = p-sum u∗ = |u(1)− u(N)|p > 0.

(P3) If H>
1(N−1) is satisfied, then, u

∗ is the unique optimal subsequence to compute p-TVu,

p-TVu = p-sum u∗.

(P4) If the equality H=
1(N−1) is true then there are exactly two optimal subsequences, the

shortest u∗ and the longest u,

p-TVu = p-sum u∗ = p-sum u.
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(P5) {u(1), u(N)} = {minu,maxu} and minu < u(i) < maxu , where 1 < i < N.

Notice that, in general, if u has pnly one constant step there is maybe no uniqueness of
an optimal subsequence to compute p-TV. Fo instance u = (u(1), u(2), u(3)) = (1, 2, 2)
has three subsequences to compute the p-variation
(u(1), u(2)) , (u(1), u(3))and u = (u(1), u(2), u(3)).

Proof. The inequalityH<
1(N−1) is false meansH>

1(N−1) orH
=
1(N−1)is true, Now, all properties

can be proved.

For (P1): The conditions H<
i2 are true for all i ≤ N − 2 means

0 ≤ |u(i+ 2)− u(i)|p < |u(i+ 1)− u(i)|p + |u(i+ 2)− u(i+ l)|p.

The inequality is strict so |u(i + 1) − u(i)| > 0 or |u(i + 2) − u(i + 1)| > 0. But,
if one term is zero there is an inequality. Thus, the two terms are positive. This
property is true for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 2, so u has no constant step.

Hence, all the terms on the right hand side of inequality H>
1(N−1) are positive and

|u(1)− u(N)| > 0, i.e. u(1) ̸= u(N).

For (P2): Let is v a subsequence of u. If v = u∗ then p-sum v = |u(1)− u(k)|p = p-TVu∗.

If v = u then p-sum v = p-sum u < p-TVu∗ by inequality H>
1(N−1).

Now, in all the sequel, only the case u ̸= v ̸= u∗ is considered. So, some terms of
the sequence u are missing in v. That means that there exists i and j < k− 1 such
that the terms u(i), u(i + j) are in v but not u(i + l) for all 0 < l < j. However,
inequality H<

ij is true since j < k − 1. Now, consider the sequence w containing all
the v terms and filling the gap between u(i), u(i + j) by all the terms u(i + l) for
all l = 1, . . . , j − 1. So u is a subsequence of w, w is a subsequence of u and,

(p-sum w)− (p-sum v) =

j−1∑
l=1

|u(i+ l)− u(i+ l + 1)|p − |u(i+ j)− u(i)|p > 0

since inequality H<
ij is true. That means p-sum v < p-sum w. Continuing to fill all

the gaps of v in the same way and using the fact that all corresponding H<
ij are true

finally yields,
p-sum v < p-sum u. (2.5)

The last inequality is so important that we rewrite the proof by a direct computation.
If v ̸= u∗ and v ̸= u then, there exists a subdivision σ with length L < k such that
v = (u(σ(i)), i = 1, . . . , L) and,

p-sum v =
L∑
i=2

|u(σ(i)− u(σ(i− 1)|p

<
∑

1<i≤L

∑
σ(i−1)<l≤σ(i)

|u(l)− u(l − 1)|p = p-sum u.
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Notice that at the second line that the inequality is strict because, v has at least
one term less than u because v ̸= u, and at most k − 3 consecutive terms less than
u because v ̸= u∗. The corresponding condition H<

ij for these missing consecutive
terms is true. Thus, Inequality (2.5) is proved.

Now, we can conclude from the inequality (2.5). Since H1
k is false, p-sum u ≤

|u(1)− u(N)|p and for all strict subsequences v of u we have p-sum v < p-sum u ≤
|u(1)− u(N)|p.
Finally for all subsequence v of u, p-sum v ≤ |u(1) − u(N)|p, that means that
p-TVu = |u(1)− u(N)|p.

For (P3): This is a consequence of the proof of (P2).

For (P4): In case of equality there are two subsequences, one is u with the maximal length and
the other one u∗ with the minimal length. Notice that the equality is always possible.
For p = 2 it suffices to take this minimal example [2], u = (0, a, a−b, 2a+b) with 0 <
b < a and b = a/2. For 1 < p ̸= 2, the existence of b is obtained by the intermediate
value theorem. The function g(b) = ap+ bp+ap− (2a− b)p = p-sum u− p-sum u∗ is
continuous, g(0) = (2− 2p)ap < 0 and g(a) = 2ap > 0 so the existence of a positive
b < a follows.

For (P5): by the proposition (2.3), we can get that the indexes of maximum and minimum
of (un)1≤n≤k are in σ⋆ = (1, N), since its length is 2 and by (P1) u(1) ̸= u(N) .
Moreover, that means that the extrema of the sequence u are only reached at the
boundary {1, N}, thus (P3) is proved.

The next result generalizes Proposition 2.6 and it will be used later to validate all algo-
rithms presented in this paper

Theorem 2.1 (subsequence containing an optimal one).
Let p > 1 and u = (u(1), . . . , u(N)), where N ≥ 3, let k ≤ N .
If H<

�j , 2 ≤ j < k, H<
1k, H

<
2k, ..., H

<
(α−1)k are true, and H<

αk is false. then, there exists an
optimal subsequence u∗ and its optimal subdivision σ∗ to compute p-TVu such that,

u∗ ⊂ (u(1), . . . , u(α), u(α + k), . . . , u(N)), σ∗ ∩ {α + 1, ..., α + k − 1} = ∅.

Proof. Proposition 2.6 yields that the extrema of u on the interval α ≤ l ≤ α + k are only
reached for the terms u(α) and u(α + k). To fix the notations assume that

1. u(α) = min
α≤l≤α+k

u(l).

2. u(α + k) = max
α≤l≤α+k

u(l).

3. u(α) < u(i) < u(α + k) for all α < i < α + k.

11



If it is not the case, it suffices to multiply the sequence −1.
Now, for any subdivision σ ⊂ {1, ..., N} a suitable subdivision τ is built such that,

τ ∩ {α + 1, ..., α + k − 1} = ∅ and p-sum
σ

u ≤ p-sum
τ

u.

For this purpose, let σ̃ a subdivision with cardinal ν defined by,

σ̃ = σ ∩ {α + 1, ..., α + k − 1} .

Depending on ν there are 3 cases to consider, ν = 1, ν = 2, and ν ≥ 3.

First, when ν = 1, σ̃ has only one element called δ, σ̃ = {δ}.
Let β be the largest index in σ less than α, and γ be the smallest in σ greater than α+k,

β < α < α+ k < γ.

Now, they are only four possibilities illustrated in Figures [4,5,6,7]. The subdivision τ is
built for each case:

case 1 u(β) ≥ u(α) and u(α + k) ≥ u(γ). τ = (σ − {δ}) ∪ {α, α + k}.

case1 :

u(α+ k)

u(β)

u(δ) u(γ)

u(α)

Figure 4: ν = 1, case 1.

case 2 u(β) < u(α) and u(α + k) < u(γ). τ = σ − {δ}

case 3 u(β) < u(α) and u(α + k) ≥ u(γ). τ = (σ − {δ}) ∪ {α + k}

case 4 u(β) ≥ u(α) and u(α + k) < u(γ). τ = (σ − {δ}) ∪ {α}
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case2 :

u(γ)

u(α+ k)

u(δ)

u(α)

u(β)

Figure 5: ν = 1, four case 2.

Second, when ν = 2, i.e. σ̃ = {δ, ϵ}. Let σ− = σ − σ̃.

Since the sequence {α, δ, ϵ, α+ k} has 4 terms, there are more cases. Indeed 8 where τ is
defined as follows,

case 1.1 u(β) ≥ u(α), u(α + k) ≥ u(γ) and u(δ) < u(ϵ) τ = σ− ∪ {α, α + k}

case 1.2 u(β) ≥ u(α), u(α + k) ≥ u(γ). and u(δ) > u(ϵ) τ = σ− ∪ {α, α + k}

case 2.1 u(β) < u(α), u(α + k) < u(γ) and u(δ) < u(ϵ) τ = σ−

case 2.2 u(β) < u(α),u(α + k) < u(γ) and u(δ) > u(ϵ) τ = σ−

case 3.1 u(β) < u(α), u(α + k) ≥ u(γ) and u(δ) < u(ϵ) τ = σ− ∪ {α + k}

case 3.2 u(β) < u(α), u(α + k) ≥ u(γ) and u(δ) > u(ϵ), τ = σ− ∪ {α + k}

case 4.1 u(β) ≥ u(α),u(α + k) < u(γ) and u(δ) < u(ϵ) τ = σ− ∪ {α}

case 4.2 u(β) ≥ u(α), u(α + k) < u(γ) and u(δ) > u(ϵ) τ = σ− ∪ {α}

Third and final case ν ≥ 3, σ̃ = {δ(1), ..., δ(ν)}.
For the sequence (u(l))δ(1)≤l≤δ(M) which is u restricted to σ̃, the inequalities H<

δ(1)j are
true, where j = δ(ν)− δ(1), thus,

|u(δ(ν))− u(δ(1))| <
δ(ν−1)∑
i=δ(1)

|u(σ(δ(i)))− u(σ(δ(i+ 1)))|p

<

α+k−1∑
i=α

|u(σ(δ(i)))− u(σ(δ(i+ 1)))|p ≤ |u(α)− u(α + k)|p .

13



case3 : u(α+ k)

u(δ)

u(γ)

u(α)

u(β)

Figure 6: ν = 1, four case 3.

case4 : u(α)

u(δ)

u(β)

u(α+ k)

u(γ)

Figure 7: ν = 1, four case 4.

Let σ− = σ− {δ(2), . . . , δ(ν − 1)} and build τ as when ν = 2, completing σ− or not with
{α, α + k}, according to the previous eight cases.

Next Proposition 2.7 shows that inequalities H<
�j , where j is odd are consequence of the

same inequalities for smaller j when the sequence has no constant step.

Proposition 2.7 (Only even number of consecutive terms to check).
Let u = (u(1), . . . , u(N)) be a sequence that has only local extrema and non constant step.
If all inequalities H<

�j are true for all 2 < j ≤ 2k − 1, then, H<
�2k is true.

The number of consecutive terms in the inequality H<
ij is j + 1 . The proposition means

that the H<
ij has to be checked for j + 1 even so j odd. Notice that H<

� 2 is true since the
sequence has only local extrema and nonconstant step.
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case1− 1 :

u(α + k)

u(β)

u(δ) u(γ)

u(ϵ)

u(α)

case1− 2 :

u(α + k)

u(β)

u(γ)

u(ϵ)

u(δ)

u(α)

Figure 8: ν = 2, case 1.1 and 1.2 .

Proof. Assume that inequalities H<
�j are true for all 2 < j < 2k. Let i be fixed such that

i+ 2k ≤ N . The goal is to prove that H<
i,2k is true.

Since the sequence u has only extrema and j is even, thus,

u(i) < u(i+ 1), u(i+ 1) > u(i+ 2), · · · ,
· · · , u(i+ 2k − 2) < u(i+ 2k − 1), u(i+ 2k − 1) > u(i+ 2k).

If the above inequalities are in the reverse order, it suffices to multiply the sequence by
(−1). They are two cases.

1. if u(i) ≥ u(i+2k) then u(i+1) > u(i+2k) and |u(i)−u(i+2k)| < |u(i+1)−u(i+2k)|.
Now, using inequality H<

i+1,2k−1 yields

|u(i)− u(i+ 2k)|p < |u(i+ 1)− u(i+ 2k)|p <
2k−1∑
l=1

|u(i+ l)− u(i+ l + 1)|p

<
2k−1∑
l=0

|u(i+ l)− u(i+ l + 1)|p.

That means that H<
i,2k is true.

2. if u(i) < u(i + 2k) then |u(i) − u(i + 2k − 1)| > |u(i) − u(i + 2k)| since u(i) <
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case2− 1 : u(γ)

u(α + k)

u(δ)

u(ϵ)

u(α)

u(β)

case2− 2 : u(γ)

u(α + k)

u(ϵ)

u(δ)

u(α)

u(β)

Figure 9: ν = 2, case 2.1 and 2.2 .

u(i+ 2k) < u(i+ 2k − 1). Now, using inequality H<
i,2k−1 yields

|u(i)− u(i+ 2k)|p < |u(i)− u(i+ 2k − 1)|p <
2k−2∑
l=0

|u(i+ l)− u(i+ l + 1)|p

<
2k−1∑
l=0

|u(i+ l)− u(i+ l + 1)|p.

That means again that H<
i,2k is true.

Therefore, the condition H<
i2k is always true for all i and H<

�2k also.

All of these properties are used to build polynomial algorithms in section 3. The point is
to construct many subsequences before computing the p-variation of an initial sequence
as the p-sum of the final subsequence built.

3 Algorithms to compute p-variation

In this section, algorithms are presented to compute the p-TV semi-norm of a sequence
u = (u(1), ..., u(N)) and p > 1. Starting with the definition of p-TVu, a first naive
algorithm is the following.
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case3− 1 : u(α + k)

u(δ)

u(ϵ)

u(α)

u(β)

case3− 2 : u(α + k)

u(ϵ)

u(δ)

u(α)

u(α)

u(γ)

u(β)

Figure 10: ν = 2, case 3.1 and 3.2 .

Algorithm 0: “Exhaustif”

For all σ ∈ {1, ..., N}, compute p-sum
σ

u and take the supremum of all p-sum .

This algorithm is implemented in [24]. It is too costly. The number of subdivisions is of
order 2N thus the cost is at least 2N . Moreover, the computation of a p-sum is of order
N thus, the algorithm “Exhaustif” is at most of order N2N . It can only be used when
the number N of data is small. It is the reason why other algorithms are proposed in this
paper.

3.1 “Eraser”

The principle of “Eraser” is to build a subsequence of u called u∗ to compute p-TVu with
p-sum u∗. Thus, transforming a problem with an exponential cost to a problem with a
linear cost. Computating a p-sum has a cost of order of the length of the sequence. For
this purpose, we know that all inequalities H<

ij have to be fullfilled to obtain an optimal
subsequence, Proposition 2.5. If it is not the case for an inequality, as in Proposition
2.6, we can extract a subsequence. Indeed, if inequality H<

ij is wrong, we can extract
a subsequence v of u by erasing all the (j − 1) terms between u(i) and u(i + j) and
keep p-TVu = p-TVv if all inequalities H<

ik are true for k < j, Theorem 2.1. How

to implement such algorithm? It suffices to start with j = 2, testing the validity of the
inequalityH<

ij for i = 1, . . . , N−j. If the equalities are true, we continue with j = 3 and so
on, increasing j by one if all inequalities H<

ij are true for all i. Using Proposition 2.7, j can
be increased by 2, to consider only j odd. Thus, the sequence of j is 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, . . .. Only
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case4 − 1 : u(α)

u(ϵ)

u(δ)

u(α + k)

u(β)

u(γ)

case4 − 2 : u(α)

u(δ)

u(ϵ)

u(α + k)

u(β)

u(γ)

Figure 11: ν = 2, case 4.1 and 4.2.

the first value of j is even to extract from the sequence u, the subsequence containing
all the extreme values of u (local maximum and local minimum). Finally, if we reach
j = N−1, there is only one inequality to test. If is true, the initial sequence is an optimal
sequence and p-sum u = p-TVu.
A problem occurs if, during this process, one inequality H<

ij (u) is not true. We can
erase the terms between u(i) and u(i + j), obtaining a subsequence v which has the
same p-variation as u. Notice that inequality H<

i2(v) can be false, because it involves
v(i) = u(i), v(i + 1) = u(i + j), v(i + 2) = u(i + j + 1). Thus, to apply Theorem
2.1, we have to check all inequalities H<

kq with all q ≤ j, k such that the subsequence
(v(k), v(k + 1), . . . , v(k + q)) involves v(i) and v(i + 1). If all such inequalities are true,
we can continue the process for k = i+ 1 and q = j.
A simple way to check these inequalities for v is to restart the process at the beginning
with the sequence v instead of the sequence u, that is H<

12(v), H
<
22(v), H

<
32(v), and so on.

In the following algorithm, ”com:” means commentary.

Algorithm 1a: “Eraser”

Eraser.0(u,p)

com: Input: sequence u, p > 1

1. u:= all extreme points of the sequence u
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2. N:= size(u)

3. For j = 3 to N − 1, j odd, do

4. For i = 1 to (N − j) do

5. If H<
ij is false then

com: ”Erase” u(i+1), . . . , u(i+ j− 1), j− 1 terms of u to extract a subsequence:

6. u:= the subsequence of i without the j-1 terms between u(i) and u(i+ j)

com: Break, restart at the beginning,

7. Goto line 1.

8. End If

9. End do

10. End do

11. Result: u

The programm certainly finishes because there is only a finite number of tests and the
size of the subsequence decreases after each extraction and yields to a final subsequence
z. Moreover, at the end, all inequalitoes H<

ij (z) are fulfilled, thus
p-TVu = p-TVz = p-sum z. The first version of “Eraser”, ”Eraser.0” can be improved.

After one erasing, whenH<
ij (u) is false, the subsequence v = (u(1), . . . , u(i), u(i+1), u(N))

has the size N = N − (j− 1). Only the inequalities H<
kq, q < j or q = j and k+ j = i+1,

involving v(i) and v(i + 1) has to bo done. The other one for too small k or too big k
have already been tested in the sequence u. That means for q < j, k ≤ i ≤ i+ 1 ≤ k+ q,
that is k beetween i + 1 − q and i. These local tests containing the terms u(i) and
u(i+ j) = v(i+1) are less costly than restarting the program with the sequence v instead
of the sequence u.
If all the tested inequalities H<

kq, q < j are valid, then the initial process is continued with
k = i+ 1− j and the inequality H<

kj.
Else, an extraction occurs for a fixed k1 and q < j, and local tests has to be done around
v(k1) and v(k1 + 1) that is doing the local tests with i = k1.
Algorithm 1b: “Eraser” improved

Eraser.1(u,p)

1. Extract only extreme points from the sequence u and N=size(u)

2. For j = 3 to N − 1, j odd , do

3. i := 1

4. Repeat
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5. If H<
ij is false Then ”erase” the j-1 terms between u(i) and u(i+ j)

6. For q = 2 to j − 1, q = 2 or q odd,

7. For k = i+ 1− q to i do,

8. If H<
kq is false then ”erase”; i:=k and go to line 6

9. End If

10. End do

11. End do

12. i:= i +1 -j ; Goto line 4.

13. Else i=i+1

14. End If

15. Until i > (N − j)

16. End do

17. Result: u

.

3.2 “Merge”

The first efficient algorithm to compute p-variation was built by Vygantas Buktus and
Rimas Norvaisa [6] for applications in Probabilities which are based on the famous al-
gorithm ”divide and conquer”. Recently other algorithms are proposed in [11, 24]. A
natural question concerns the initialization of such an algorithm to reduce the number of
merging. Recently, an interesting idea was proposed in [24] to improve Merge and Eraser
with the algorithm ”MEI” explained at the end of this subsection.

The principle of “Merge” is as follows. Let u = (u(1), . . . , u(n)) and v = (v(1), . . . , v(m))
two sequences. If u and v are two optimal sequences, i.e. p-TVu = p-sum u and
p-TVv = p-sum v, then, the concatenation of the two sequences L = (u, v) is ”almost”
an optimal sequence with size N = n + m. This is almost true because already many
inequalities are true H<

ij . For instance, all inequalities H<
�2 are true, except at most for

the subsequences,

(L(n− 1), L(n), L(n+ 1)) = (u(n− 1), u(n), v(1)),
(L(n), L(n+ 1), L(n+ 2)) = (u(n), v(1), v(2)).
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That means there are only 2 inequalities to check to satisfy H<
�2 . If an inequality is not

satisfied, then we proceed locally as for eraser, erasing one term and then on the new
restart the process to check on the new concatenated chain, without u(n) or v(1) the new
two cases to check. When the process is stabilized for j = 2, we continue with j = 3 and so
on. Finally at the end, we obtain a sub-sequence of L which is optimal to compute p-TVL.
It turns to use this mechanism to build an optimal sequence. Precisely, inequalities H<

ij

tested have to contain some values of u and v, 1 ≤ i ≤ n ≤ n + 1 ≤ i + j ≤ N , i.e.
max(1, n+ 1− j) ≤ i ≤ min(n,N − j).
The following algorithm merges two optimal sequences in a new optimal one.

Algorithm 2a: Conquer

Conquer(u,v,p)

com: u and v are optimal sub-sequences.

1. L := (u, v); n:=size(u); m := size(v); N:=size(L).

2. For j= 2 to N-1, j =2 or j odd do

3. For i= max(1,n+1-j) to max(n,N-j) do

4. If H≥
ij Then u := (L(1), . . . , L(i)), v := (L(i+ j), . . . , L(N)); Goto line 1

5. End If

6. End For

7. End For

8. Result:L

The initialization of ”Merge” is as follows to compute p-TVu with u = (u(1), . . . , u(N)) We
assume that the sequence u has no constant step and to simplify the exposition, thatN is a power
of 2, N = 2K+1, K ≥ 1. The initial sequence is divided in N/2 sequences L[i] = (u(2i−1), u(2i),
i = 1, . . . , N/2. These 2K sequences are optimal since u has no constant step. Now, L[1] and
L[2] are merged in an optimal sequence with the algorithm ”Conquer”. The same is done until
L[2K − 1] and L[2K ]. Now, there are 2K−1 optimal sequences which are merged two by two
again.
The process continues until there are only two optimal sequences left to merge, each with a size
between 2 and N/2. The final merging produces an optimal sequence for computing p-TVu.

The algorithm below, named ”Merge” performs the splitting into multiple couple sub-sequences.
Subsequently, we combine them as previously described until there is just one sub-sequence left
for computing p-TVu.

Algorithm 2b: Merge

Merge(u,p)

com Split the sequence u into two-point sequences.

com L is the sequence of all these sequences.

1. N:=size(u); K := Log2(N)− 1
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2. L:=empty list

3. For i= 1 to 2K do

4. L[i]:=(u(2i-1),u(2i))

5. End For

com conquer sub-sequences two by two

6. For k= 1 to K do

7. M:= empty list

8. For i= 1 to 2K−k do

9. M[i]:=Conquer(L[2i-1],L[2i])

10. End For

11. L:=M

12. End For

13. Result; L

Algorithm ”MEI” The algorithm ”MEI” is the algorithm ”Merge” initialised by the algo-
rithm ”Eraser”: ”Merge by Eraser initialisation algorithm”. ”M” means ”Merge”, ”E” ”Eraser”
and ”I” ”initialization”. It was first proposed in [6]. The main idea is to reduce the cost
of ”Eraser” which try to merge not optimal sequences after each erasing and to improve the
initialisation of ”Merge”.

The principle is the following: take a sequence u = (u(0), ..., u(N)) and start with the Eraser
algorithm. Use Eraser algorithm to do all the tests H<

ij but after an erasing do not restart at the
beginning. In this case two sub-lists are obtained and the tests can be applied independently on
the two sub-lists. So, continue to use ”Eraser” in the same way on the two sub-lists to obtain
more and more lists. Finally the initial list in cut in many independent lists. Moreover, the
sub-lists obtained are necessary optimal sequences since they satisfy the tests H<

ij . Thus, it is an
interesting departure to start to merge all these optimal sub-sequences. Indeed, we have many
sub-lists optimized and less points that initially. We can then use the Merge algorithm to merge
the list.

3.3 “AOP”=Add One Point

The last algorithm, ”AOP”, is the simplest to implement and seems to be faster than ”Eraser”
and ”Merge” [11]. Numerical comparisons on thousands examples has be done in [24].
The basic principle is to merge an optimal sequence with a sequence with only one value and
to extract of the new enlarged sequence an optimal subsequence. Let L be a sequence with the
length l, to concanete this sequence with a ne w value v, L̃ = (L(1), . . . , L(l), v) and to extract
from L̃ a new optimal sequence L , so p-TVL̃ = p-sum L.
This can been seen as a special merging. The big advantage of this merging is the cheap cost,
very less than merging two optimal sequences with lengths l/2. Indeed, since L is an optimal
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sequence, the only inequalities H<
ij (L̃) to check are the inequalities involving the last term v, i.e.

i+ j = l + 1, so only O(l) inequalities.
Now, to extract an optimal subsequence to a given sequence u with length N , we start with
the optimal sequence L1 = (u(1)) with length l1 = 1, we concanete u(2), L̃2 = (u(1), u(2)) and
extract for the new sequence an optimal one L2.
At the step n, Ln in an optimal subsequence of (u(1), . . . , u(n), 1 ≤ n ≤ N . The length of
Ln is ln ≤ n, L̃n+1 = (Ln(1), . . . , Ln(ln), u(n + 1) is a subsequence of (u(1), . . . , u(n + 1). We
extract from L̃n+1 an optimal sequence Ln+1. At the end LN is an optimal sequence of the
whole sequence u.
Notice also, that the merging is simpler than in “Merge” or in ’Eraser”. When we erase (extract
a subsequence if H<

ij is false), we simply restart the process of checking all inequalities H<
ij

involving the last term u(n+ 1).
The algorithm can be shortened starting with a sequence with no constant step. Thus (u(1), u(2))
is an optimal sequence and we can start with n = 2.
We also compute the p-sum more efficiently to reduce the cost of the algorithm.
Now, the algorithm can be written.

Algorithm 3: Add one point (AOP)

AOP(u,p)

1. N:=size(u)

2. Start with the list L = (u1, u2).

3. For n = 3 to N do

4. add the point un to the list L

5. l = length(L); S = 0

6. for j = 2 to l − 1, j = 2 or j odd, do

7. S := S + |u(l + 1− j)− u(l + 2− j)|p

8. if H≥
l+1−j,j then

9. L := (L(1), . . . , L(l + 1− j), u(n))

10. Gotoline 5.

11. end then

12. end do

13. End do

14. Result: L

Notice that S is used to test inequality H≥
l+1−j,j . This test has usually a cost O(j) but with this

computation of the sum, it reduces to a cost O(1).
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4 Efficiency of the algorithms

In this section, the efficiency of the presented algorithms is discussed. All these algorithms has
a polynomial costs. The polynomial cost of algorithms is now addressed more precisely.

4.1 The cost is at least N 2

Optimal criteria given by Proposition 2.5 has to be used to check that a sequence is an optimal
one to compute its p-TV by its p-sum , i.e. p-TVu = p-sum u.
Notice that, even if u is an optimal sequence there are many tests to do, indeed O(N2) tests.
Moreover the tests involve large sums with at most N terms. So, naively, the cost is at least
O(N3). It is possible to reduce the cost of sums because the sum involved in the inequality H<

ij ,

H<
(i+1)j have the same terms except the first and the last one:

Sij =

j∑
l=1

|u(i+ l)− u(i+ l − 1)|p,

S(i+1)j = Sij − |u(i+ 1)− u(i)|p + |u(i+ 1 + j)− u(i+ j)|p.

In this way, testing consecutive inequality H<
ij for increasing i does not need the computation

of j additions with j < N possibly large, but, only one substraction and one addition [24].
Managing well the computations of sums as in [24] for ”AOP” and ”Eraser”, we can reduce
the cost to the number of tests. Thus, O(N2) is the minimal possible cost for any algorithms
computing p-TV.

Preprocessing

Since the cost is a power of N , the number of the terms of the sequence, i.e. the length of
the sequence, it is useful to reduce the size of the sequence before using one of the algorithms
presented. These preprocessings are independent on p, so do not need computations of powers
p and large sums.

1. u has no constant step. If u has some constant step, u(i) = u(i + 1) for some i, the
sequence is reduced. The following preprocessing has a cost O(N).

While i < length of u do

if u(i) = u(i+ 1) then erase the value u(i)

i:= i+1

End

2. No monotonicity zone. If (u(i− 1)− u(i))(u(i)− u(i+ 1)) ≥ 0 then, the midle term u(i)
is removed without changing p-TVu. This process corresponds to satisfy the condition
H�3 without computing the sum and the three p-powers to check inequality H<

i2. It means
that if three consecutive terms are in monotinc order, the midle term is removed. Again,
The following preprocessing has a cost O(N).
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Optimal sequence, most costly?
The cost of the algorithm depends on the algorithm, the size of the sequence, but also on the
sequence itself. The cost is called C(A,N, u), A stands for the algorithm and u for the sequence
with N terms. For instance, if the sequence is constant or increasing, the cost is only N . This
is the order of the price of the preprocessing.
We consider here the maximal cost C(A,N) = max

u
C(A,N, u).

Many numerical test suggest that the cost is maximal when the sequence is already optimal[24].
It seems that is a consequence of the supposed power-law cost with a power at least 2.
There is an heuristic explanation of this fact. To explain this fact, one algorithm is chosen,
”Eraser” for instance. Let C(N, u) = C(”Eraser”, N, u). Forgetting the multiplicative constant
giving C(N, u), assume that C(N, u) = N2 when the initial sequence is already optimal, i.e. no
erasing. No compare this cost when there is only one erasing, i.e. one subsequence extracted to
obtain an optimal sequence. Due to the preprocessing, if some points are erased to the initial
sequence there are at least two points erased. The initial sequence has no constant step and
only local extrema. Consider the case with 2 points erased, then the subsequence v has N − 2
terms. That means that many inequalities H<

i3 have been done before the erasing of two points.
Loosely speaking, let’s say this cost is N because there are less than N tests to do. Finally, the
cost to check that v is an optimal sequence is the cost to find which two consecutive points in u
have to be erased and the cost to check that v with N − 2 terms is an optimal sequence. That
is,

C(N, v) = N + (N − 2)2 = N2 − 3N + 4 < C(N) = N2.

The inequality is at least true for N large enough.
We suspect that the optimal sequence are the most costly or at least, such sequences give good
insight about the usual complexity of the algorithms.
As a consequence, the complexity of the algorithms are next studied only for an optimal se-
quences. Further studies are needed to obtain the cost of the algorithms for the general case.

4.2 Cost comparisons of the three algorithms

In this section, the complexity of the three algorithms are done on the most expensive suspected
sequence, that is to say when the sequence is already optimal. The cost is counted with the
number of tests done. We suppose that the computations of p-sum are optimised as it is
discussed above and as it was done in [24] for ”AOP” and ”Eraser”. The optimisation of p-sum
is more complicated for ”Merge”. Next, a comparison of these algorithms is discussed.

Eraser

The cost of Eraser on an optimal sequence is simply the cost to check all inequalities in Propo-
sition 2.5. Thus the cost is N2 in this case.

AOP

We compute the number of tests that ”AOP” does on an optimal sequence. All the tests with
k points means to check inequality H<

�j with j = k − 1.
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test 3 pts 2,
test 4 pts 3,
test 6 pts 5,

...
test k pts k − 1,

...
test N pts N − 1.

Therefore,

2 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + ...+ (N − 1)) = 2 +

N/2∑
j=2

(2j − 1) ∼
N/2∑
j=2

(2j − 1) =
N/2− 1

2
(N + 2) ∼ N2

4
.

Like Eraser, the cost is of order N2.

Merge

To compute the cost of ”Merge”, we first have to compute the cost of the merging of two optimal
sequences with the same size M yielding to an optimal sequence. We consider only this case
since the cost of ”Merge” is done on an optimal sequence u, and any subsequence v of consecutive
terms of u is also optimal. Then we have 3 + 5 + ...+M − 1 tests to do which yield to a total
number of tests of order M2.
Now, the cost of ”Merge” for an optimal sequence with N = 2k terms is the number of operations
for a merging times the number of merging.

The first merging
(
21
)2 · (2)k−2 ,

The second merging
(
22
)2 · (2)k−3 ,

...
...

The last merging
(
2k−1

)2
· (2)0 .

Therefore,

k−1∑
j=1

(
2j
)2 · 2k−j−1 = 2k−1

k−1∑
j=1

2j = 2k−1 · 2 · 1− 2k−1

1− 2
= N ·

(
N

2
− 1

)
∼ N2

2
.

Again, ”Merge” has a cost of order N2.

Notice that in ”Merge” the last merging with two sequences with N/2 points has a cost with
the same order has the whole ”Merge” algorithm. The final merging is then the principal part
of the ”Merge” cost.

Crude bounds for the cost
For an optimal sequence, the cost N2 is founded when the p-sum are efficiently computed, else
the complexity is of order N3.
What happens if the initial sequence is not optimal? That is when there are some erasing. Let us
give a crude bounds to show that the complexity stays polynomial but with a possible increase
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of the power. Assume that the computations of p-sum are optimised. The same argument
works for p-sum not optimised with a greater power.
Let u be a sequence with N terms and suppose there are an erasing with k points and then no
erasing. The cost to find the points to erase is less than the cost to check all the inequalities
H<

ij , that is N2. Next the subsequence is supposed optimal, so there are (N − k)2 tests to do.

Finally the total cost is bounded by N2 + (N − k)2.
If there are e erasing then, by a similar argument, the total cost is less than

N2 + (N − k1)
2 + (N − k1 − k2)

2 + . . . (N − k1 . . .− ke)
2

≤ N2 + (N − 1)2 + . . .+ (N − (N − 1))2 ∼ N3/3.

Hence the cost for ageneral subsequence is at most N3. This is a crude upper bound and the
authors expect that the real cost is less or the worst case is very rare.
Of course when the p-sum are not optimised, the cost is of order N4.

Comparisons of the 3 algorithms
Preliminary numerical tests are done in [24]. ”AOP” seems the best algorithm, followed by
”Eraser” and finally by ”Merge”. Notice that, ”AOP” is easier to programm than ”Eraser” ,
and ”Eraser” is even easier to programm than ”Merge”, thus there are room to improve the first
studies given in the report [24]. A possibility is the preliminary study in [24] can only reflect that
optimising the code for ”AOP” is easy, for ”Eraser” less easier, and more difficult for ”Merge”.
Anyway, this preliminary study of the cost needs further mathematical and numerical works.

A Motivations to compute the p-variation

History on p-variation The p-variation is first used by Norbert Wiener [33] for p = 2 to get
the convergence of Fourier series following Dirichlet for piecewise C1 functions and then Jordan
for BV function. Such spaces are generalized for all p in [25, 35] and then generalized variation
with a convex function more general than a power law in [36]. For the theory of p-variation and
generalized variation, we suggest to books [5, 13, 25] after the article [28] build a nice metric
structure for generalized variation.
The p-variation is mainly used in integration theory and probabilities for a long time [17]. Some

applications in probabilities can be found in [14, 29, 32] mainly supported by Rimas Norvaisa
and his collaborators.

PDEs, hyperbolic conservation laws Here, the main motivations of the authors are
related to a new subject where the p-variation spaces can be useful. The theory of hyperbolic
partial differential equations (PDEs) with nonlinear flux is usually studied in the space BV .
Recently the second author and more and more collaborators introduce the fractional BV spaces
which are indeed the p-variation spaces [2].
It is well known that shock waves appear in finite time even when the initial data is smooth. It

is the reason why the BV space of function with bounded total variation is often used. It allows
us to consider weak discontinuous solutions with right and left limits everywhere. Moreover,
the embedding from BV in L1

loc is compact. This is fundamental to prove the global existence
of weak solutions for such conservation laws. But all weak solutions do not belong to BV . It
is the reason why fractional BV spaces, BV s, with 0 < s < 1 has introduced in [2] in the
context of conservation laws. These spaces have the same properties as BV for the traces and
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the compactness. These spaces are larger than BV space. The exponent ”s” corresponds to the
fraction Sobolev derivative and BV 1 = BV . Since 2014 there are more and more applications
of these BV s spaces for equations [7, 19, 18], and for systems of conservation laws [3, 4, 22],
existence theory, regularity, and blow-up. All these results are theoretical and the BV s norm is
not computed.
Now, there is a numerical motivation to look for numerical schemes preserving the fractional
BV estimates so to compute the p-variation. Today, only the Godunov scheme [1, 3, 10] and
some Wave Front Tracking Algorithms [4, 18, 21] are already proven to be compatible with the
p-variation for scalar conservation laws and some systems.
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